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About this Journal

Supplies

-Print this journal or do the challenges in a blank
your journal or add to the journal you are working
This journal has been designed to improve our Sketchnoting Skills
while we take time to savor the Word and strengthen and expand our on.
sketchnoting skills doing fun summer camp activities. Grab a friend .-Pencil, eraser, ruler
- black permanent pen like a Micron or Sharpie pen
or two and your kids and let’s doodle this together!
- Colors - markers, colored pencils or watercolors
- a timer
Questions? Ask Marsha at blessinks@live.com
- a straw or bamboo skewer, thumb
Visit www.blessinks.com on Mondays for a quick video that will fur- tack, 2 small beads or parts of an eraser
ther explain the weekly challenge and I’ll show you my journal.

Written and Illustrated by Marsha Baker
Copyright 2020
Maybe not be used for commercial purposes
reprint for groups requires permission from the
author.

Can’t wait to spend the summer with you!
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-Practice this font. on the next page.

Summer Fonts and fun words

Before we get started-prework
-Practice this font. Let’s get good at this font for our projects this summer
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Develop a few patterns and a few borders
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Pre-work - fill this page with summer icons
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Think about what you WANT do to this summer (4-6 things) and make a list. Be as
detailed as you can. Write them in the summer font you practiced, and of course each
item on your list needs to have an image to with it. Color in this page and add one of
your summer fun borders

Challenge 1 - Make a plan: Write down Your Summer Bucket List
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On this page practice drawing flowers, leaves and vines you might want to use to fill in the
wreath on the next page.

Challenge 2: Art Time
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Find a translation of John 15:4 that you like and consider Abiding in Christ. Write the
verse out in the middle of the circle and then create a floral wreath around the verse to finish
this page. Color in your leaves and flowers or fruit.
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15 sec

15 sec

30 sec

30 sec

1 min

1 min

#2__________

Supplies needed: timer. Go on a walk and find three interesting things from nature.
Smaller things might be better for this challenge. For all three items you are going to
draw them three times. Set the timer for 15 seconds, 30 seconds and 1 minute. For the
first drawing you’ll have to draw fast. so get the basic shape down, on the second pass
you can add a few details and for the third time you can take more than a minute and
take your time to draw in more details.

Challenge 3: Nature Walk - Minute to win it
#1__________
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30 sec

15 sec

For the 3rd item, draw it in 15 and 30 seconds and then draw it larger in the next box
taking your time. Also find a verse that relates to thsi object and incorporate the verse
into your drawing. Keep it simple. You could write it above or below the object.

#3__________
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Think back to campfires you’ve been to - were the stars beautiful? Were the fireflies out?
Think of a song that honors the Lord about the night sky, or stars. On this page practice
making stars, clouds and the mon in different ways. On the next page choose one line from
the song you chose and write it on the page and then finish the illustration with starts and
clouds and a moon. Songs that come to mind for me are So will I by HillSong, Sometimes
by Step by Rich Mullins,

Challenge 4: Sing around the campfire
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Challenge 5: Scavenger Hunt

Let’s go an a scavenger hunt through
the Bible. Below are listed several words.
Choose 5 - one for every day this week.
Choose words that resonate with you.
1. Write the word at in the top of the
box.
2. Find an icon to represent the word.
Draw it in the middle of the box.
3.Find a verse that goes with this word.
Write the verse below the icon.
4. If you have extra room add a border
or doodle from your pre-challenge practices.
5. It’s also fine to choose your own word
- but it needs to be summer fun or camp
related.
WORDS
summer
fireflies
forrest
swimming
hiking
crafts
relax
refresh
exercise

stat
flip flops
canoeing
sing-a-long
picnic
traveling
enjoy
sunshine
sports
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Challenge 6: Craft time - Let’s make a pinwheel
Nothing says summer like pinwheels. They are fun and easy to make. The template for this challenge is on page
You can also use colored paper instead. of white paper. Decorate the pinwheel on both sides and put them together and give them away to brighten someone;s day. .

Supplies
-pattern on page or colored paper
-pens for doodling
-bamboo skewers or a paper straw
-Push pin or thumb tack
-2 small beads or parts of an eraser to create space
between the paper and tack to allow the pinwheel to
spin.
-Glue or a hot glue gun .

Instructions

Cut out a 5” square template on page. It can be on colored
paper blank. Doodle both sides with a verse. and borders or
patterns - maybe Phil 4:8, but chose any verse that is speaking to you.
1. Cut out the pattern
2. Cut lines in the corners. Stop where the lines stop.
3. on the backside, push the thumb tack through the middle
hole.
4. then bring each corner to the center attaching each corner to the thumbtack where the circle is marked.
5. Do this for all 4 corners. Tack down with just a dab of
glue.
6. Add a bead or small eraser to the thumbtack leaving
room for the tack to attach to the straw. This provides
space for the pinwheel to turn.
7. Take the thumb tack and attach it to the straw or skewer.
If you’re using the skewer soak it in water for 30 minutes.
This should soften the skewer to accept the thumb tack.
you could also dab a little glue to the thumbtack to keep it
in place.
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Time for reflection. How is your summer going so far? Reflect back on this past month and
think about a time where you saw God’s hand in your day. Journal about it. Draw a box
around the journal thoughts then draw an image to go along with your reflection. Add a
verse if you have room.

Challenge 7: Reflection
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Bonus Challenge A
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Bonus Challenge B
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Cut out a 5” square. It can be on colored paper blank. Doodle both sides with
a verse. and borders or patterns - maybe
Phil 4:8, but chose any verse that is
speaking to you.

Pinwheel Pattern

1. Cut out the pattern
2. Cut lines in the corners. Stop where
the lines stop.
3. on the backside, push the thumb tack
through the middle hole.
4. then bring each corner to the center
attaching each corner to the thumbtack
where the circle is marked.
5. Do this for all 4 corners. Tack down
with just a dab of glue.
6. Add a bead or small eraser to the
thumbtack leaving room for the tack to
attach to the straw. This provides space
for the pinwheel to turn.
6. Take the thumb tack and attach it to
the straw or skewer. If you’re using the
skewer soak it in water for 30 minutes.
This should soften the skewer to accept
the thumb tack. you could also dab a
little glue to the thumbtack to keep it in
place.
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